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the slow town growth of the last hundred and fifty years,
an ingrained state of mind which can only see England
in terms of industrialism and the carrying trade. And in
the town-mind, of course, hope springs eternal. They
don't like calamity talk. Some genuinely think we can
go on indefinitely on the old lines, and get more and more
prosperous into the bargain. Personally, I don't. It's
possible that much of what old Foggart advocates may
be adopted bit by bit, even child emigration, from sheer
practical necessity ; but it won't be called Foggartism
Inventor's luck ! Hill get no credit for being the first to
see it. And," added the Minister, gloomily, " by the time
it's adopted, it'll probably be too late.1"
Receiving the same day a request for an interview from
a Press Syndicate whose representative would come down
to suit his convenience, Michael made the appointment,
and prepared an elaborate exposition of his faith. The
representative, however, turned out to be a camera, and
a photograph entitled : ' The Member for Mid-Bucks ex-
pounding Foggartism to our Representative,' became the
only record of it. The camera was active. It took a family
group in front of the porch : c Right to Left, Mr. Michael
Mont, M.P., Lady Mont, Mrs. Michael Mont, Sir Law-
rence Mont, Bt.' It took Fleur : ' Mrs. Michael Mont,
with Kit and Dandie,' It took the Jacobean wing. It
took the Minister, with his pipe, ' enjoying a Christmas
rest.' It took a corner of the walled garden: ' In the
grounds.' It then had lunch. After lunch it took the
whole house-party : ' At Sir Lawrence Mont's, Lippinghall
Manor, Bucks ' ; with the Minister on Lady Mont's right
and the Minister's wife on Sir Lawrence's left, This photo-
graph would have turned out better, if the Dandie, in-
advertently left out, had not made a sudden onslaught on
the camera legs. It took a photograph of Fleur alone :

